
Star equivalences…

Fraction Decimal %

1

1000

0.001 0.1%

1

8

0.125 12.5%

Weeks 1-3 Place Value & Ordering Integers and Decimals

Yr7 Autumn Half Term 2 Knowledge Organiser: Place Value and Proportion

Weeks 4-6 Fraction, Decimal & Percentage Equivalence

Star skills…

Evaluate positive powers of 10 106 =?

Write  integers in the form 𝐴 × 10𝑛 5 × 106 =?

Evaluate negative powers of 10 10−6 =?

Write decimals in the form 𝐴 × 10𝑛 5 × 10−6 =?

Core skills…

To order numbers… Compare biggest place values for each number 
first (start on the left)

To round to  one 
significant figure…

Round to the place value of the first non-zero 
digit, starting from the left

To work out the range… Biggest value take away the smallest value

To work out median… Order from smallest to biggest, find the middle 
value

Place value chart

Symbols for comparing…

= equal to

≠ not equal to

> greater than

< less than

≥ greater than or equal to

≤ less than or equal to

Core equivalences…

Fraction Decimal %

1

100

0.01 1%

1

10

0.1 10%

1

5

0.2 20%

1

4

0.25 25%

1

2

0.5 50%

3

4

0.75 75%

Core skills…

To convert between fractions, 
decimals and percentages…

Use common equivalences as building 
blocks. Use visual representations.

To compare fractions, decimals 
and percentages…

Write all in the same format (eg. all 
decimals) before comparing

To recognise that divisions can 
be written in fraction form…

e.g. 5 ÷ 12 =
5

12

Star skills…

Work with fractions, decimals 
and percentages above 1 whole

e.g.12 ÷ 5 =
12

5
= 2.4 = 240%

Work with eighths and 
thousandths

e.g.
3

8
= 0.375 = 37.2%

= required for 
Exceptional
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Weeks 1-3 Place Value & Ordering Integers and Decimals

Yr7 Autumn Half Term 2 Homework: Place Value and Proportion

Weeks 4-6 Fraction, Decimal & Percentage Equivalence

Week 1: 
Memorise the key vocabulary in the ‘Place value chart’ and 
the ‘Symbols for comparing’ boxes. Be prepared to 
demonstrate your knowledge in class next week.

= required for 
Exceptional

Week 2: 
Complete a MathsWatch* task testing your Core skills of…
• Ordering numbers
• Rounding to 1 significant figure
• Working out the range
• Working out the median

Week 3: 
Use Weeks 1-3 of your Knowledge Organiser to prepare 
for a Knowledge Check on all content covered so far this 
half term.

MathsWatch homeworks:
These homework tasks can be accessed from the website www.mathswatchvle.com
Before starting each task, make sure you have watched and understood the help videos linked to each question.
If you do not have internet or computer access at home, please ask your teacher for a printed copy of the task.
Username: Surname followed by first name initial and @Colfox. e.g. if your name was Indiana Jones, your username would be 
jonesi@colfox
Password: SJCA101 

Week 4: 
Memorise the fraction, decimal and percentage 
equivalences in the ‘Core equivalences’ box. If you are 
aiming for Exceptional, ensure you also memorise the ‘Star 
Equivalences’. Be prepared to demonstrate your knowledge 
in class next week.

Week 5: 
Complete a MathsWatch* task testing your Core skills of…
• Converting between fractions, decimals and percentages
• Comparing fractions, decimals and percentages

Week 6: 
Use Weeks 4-6 of your Knowledge Organiser to prepare 
for a Knowledge Check on all content covered so far this 
half term.

http://www.mathswatchvle.com/

